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We need the best to train the best!

Put your experience to work as a certified law enforcement training instructor at DOCJT. For details, contact the DOCJT Personnel office at docjt.employment@ky.gov.
PUBLIC SAFETY DEMANDS EFFORTS TO IMPROVE INMATE REENTRY

In the field of public safety, prevention offers some of the most for reaching and meaningful benefits. Safe communities, lower corrections costs, and less strain on the law enforcement professionals who provide our front-line defense. So with roughly 18,000 convicted felons returning to Kentucky communities each year, it’s paramount that our state’s policy leaders seize every opportunity to prevent recidivism and prepare felons for successful reentry. That reduces crime, cuts costs, and decreases the risk of further victimization.

No one understands the dangers and frustrations of recidivism more than the men and women of law enforcement, who face down the threat of repeat offenders on a regular basis. But those on the front lines have reasons to be optimistic.

Over the past year, the Bevin administration and lawmakers, along with business and faith leaders, have joined together with an unprecedented focus on reentry.

In April, Gov. Matt Bevin signed Senate Bill 120, evidence-based reforms that will improve public safety by helping reduce recidivism and strengthen reentry for those with a criminal record. More than anything, this measure will knock down barriers to steady employment, the lack of which too often drives offenders back into the criminal justice system.

It’s no surprise that in the end, the reforms garnered support from the Kentucky State Police, Kentucky Sheriffs’ Association, Kentucky Fraternal Order of Police and Kentucky Association of Chiefs of Police, along with numerous faith, business and victims’ groups.

Let’s look at just two provisions in the bill. One section removes automatic bans for felons seeking professional licenses, giving occupational boards discretion to determine whether a crime should prohibit licensure. Another section establishes a mechanism for private industry to operate inside prisons.

Both are common-sense reforms. And they are necessary because public safety demands robust attention to how these offenders will provide for themselves – and their families – when they leave prison. Studies show steady employment is one of the most crucial factors in whether a former inmate will return to a life of crime.

Consider a 2018 study from the Safer Foundation, a national not-for-profit organization that provides reentry services to the incarcerated. Their research showed one year of employment decreased the three-year recidivism rate to 15 percent, far lower than the 52 percent rate for all released inmates.

With that in mind, the reforms in Senate Bill 120 not only support inmates during their transition back, but also establish higher expectations and demand that those leaving prison take personal responsibility to find jobs and get back to work.

That benefits families who depend on a felon as a breadwinner. It benefits employers who need skilled labor. It benefits our courts and prisons by reducing our criminal populations. It also benefits law enforcement – if we can help these offenders find good jobs, you will likely never have to deal with them again.

BY JOHN C. TILLEY
SECRETARY, JUSTICE AND PUBLIC SAFETY CABINET

OUR BLUE FAMILY’S LOSS

It is with great sorrow we recognize the loss of Louisville Metro Police Officer Nick Rodman, who died in the line of duty March 29. Rodman’s loss was Kentucky’s first line of duty death in 2017, and we continually pray it is the last.

Nick entered the LMPD training academy in February 2013, following the footsteps of his father, George, and his brother, Andy. He faithfully served the first division with honor and commitment.

In our profession, service is 99 percent of what we do. Nick understood this. At his funeral, we heard examples of how he went the extra mile to help others.

Nick died protecting our commonwealth – the other 1 percent of what we do in law enforcement and the most important. I was moved by Nick’s father who said recently he knew his son died doing what he loved.

Loving husband to Ashley and devoted father to Mason and Ellie, those who knew Nick best will remember him as an an end and a faithful family man.

Nick was a success by all measures, and the commonwealth mourns this hero. We express our condolences to his family for their sacrifice to this great state.

As we move forward in sorrow, I ask that we all rededicate our efforts to keep the names of our blue family off the Kentucky Law Enforcement Memorial monument wall, and dedicate ourselves to the same professionalism that defined Nick.

At a recent DOCJT Basic Training Academy graduation, I noticed a baby wearing a shirt that said, “I have your 6, Dad.” This inspired us to refocus on the six critical areas that will increase officer safety. With that in mind, DOCJT is developing a campaign called

This campaign is designed around the concept that of all responsibilities officers have to keep in mind each day on the job, the most important is to take care of themselves. There are daily tragedies that are impossible to predict by even the most seasoned officers. But it is our hope that each day, everyone who puts on a uniform will consider the importance of the following six factors.

VEST
It is uncomfortable. It is hot. But it also could keep the bad guy from winning when shots are fired. Wear your vest every day for your family, your partner, and yourself!

SEAT BELT
Seat belts can be bothersome when you involve a duty belt and are trying to exit your cruiser quickly. But a small amount of trouble is outweighed by learning quick tactics to exit easily.

SLOW DOWN
Speed often is a contributor to fatal law enforcement accidents. Be mindful of the speedometer and remember you can’t help anyone if you don’t get to them safely.

AWARENESS
Situational awareness is critical to safety. Always be aware of your surroundings, and have a tactical plan. When engaged with a suspect, remember distance and cover are critical to your safety.

FITNESS
Maintain your physical fitness, and be mindful of what you put into your body. Mental fitness is equally as important. Stay sharp, and when you need help, ask.

RESPECT
Treat everyone with respect. You will encounter plenty of people who don’t deserve it. Respect them anyway. It is about who you are, not them. Respect is the foundation of our profession.
IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT: THE NEXT BIG POLICING CONTROVERSY?

In recent years, several states and cities have passed laws and restrictive ordinances to control undocumented immigration. Most recently, the federal government has become more aggressive in immigration enforcement and the detention of undocumented people. Regardless of one’s position on immigration enforcement, local police often are placed in the middle when making decisions about enforcement practices. For example, when Arizona passed its restrictive law requiring police officers to check subjects’ legal immigration status, many agencies opposed the measure on the grounds that it would prevent people from cooperating with police.

Most cities have taken different routes to immigration enforcement policy. Some have cooperated with the federal government aggressively, assisting with the identification and eventual deportation of immigrants, while other cities, such as San Francisco, have adopted “sanctuary practices,” preventing police from questioning immigrants about their residency status unless they were charged with a serious crime. Additionally, a number of cities, while initially taking one route, have changed direction. This has resulted in inconsistent practices by police departments across the country and even within individual states. Regardless of what position a local law enforcement agency takes on immigration enforcement, it is certainly to alienate some segment of the community, resulting in public relations problems.

A significant part of the problem law enforcement experience over immigration enforcement begins with misunderstandings and mischaracterizations of undocumented people. Contrary to popular belief, women make up a substantial share, more than 40 percent of all adult undocumented immigrants — about 3.2 million people. About 1.6 million children under the age of 18 are undocumented immigrants and about 3 million children with undocumented parents are United States citizens. Virtually all undocumented men work, many in the gray economy. By their very status, undocumented immigrants are a vulnerable population and can become easy prey to criminal victimization because fear of deportation often makes them reluctant to report crimes committed against them.

Although some politicians claim undocumented immigrants are involved in a substantial amount of serious crime, research shows otherwise. For example, studies in San Diego and El Paso show undocumented immigrants account for a small percentage of all serious crime. Estimates indicate that Mexican men have an incarceration rate of less than 1 percent, which is much lower than the 5.9 percent rate of U.S. born males of Mexican descent. Generally, native-born men have an incarceration rate 10 times higher than that of immigrant men.

Large urban areas with significant numbers of undocumented people have lower homicide rates when compared to cities without substantial undocumented populations. Some research even shows the presence of significant numbers of undocumented people in a community actually suppresses crime rates.

Regardless of lack of an immigrant crime nexus and the clear vulnerability of undocumented people, stepped-up federal immigration enforcement action has had a negative impact on both local law enforcement and immigrant populations. Media coverage of round-ups, raids, sweeps and deportations by federal law enforcement, whether or not assisted by local law enforcement, drives a wedge between local police and immigrant communities. A round-up of police executives found these tactics are foremost in immigrants’ minds when they encounter local law enforcement.

Media coverage of immigration enforcement is likely to expand in coming years. It therefore seems prudent for local law enforcement executives to begin thinking of ways in which they can delineate their practices from that of federal authorities and to better communicate with the media, immigrant communities and the general public about their position and role in immigration enforcement.

**DOCGT Seeks Input Through Client Survey**

The Department of Criminal Justice Training would like your opinion on the programs and services it provides to Kentucky’s law enforcement personnel. Beginning in June, you will be provided the opportunity to participate in the 2017 DOCGT Client Survey. Your time and input is greatly appreciated and will be used to update existing training programs, as well as assist in making determinations about new programs to be offered. Thank you in advance. We look forward to hearing from you.

To access the 2017 DOCGT Client Survey, visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/DOCJT2017/clientsurvey or scan this QR code with your smart device.

**CDP CERTIFICATES**

The Kentucky Law Enforcement Council’s Career Development Program is a voluntary program that awards specialty certificates based on an individual’s education, training and experience as a peace officer or telecommunications technician. There are a total of 17 professional certificates. The variety of certificates allows a person to individualize his or her course of study, just as someone would if pursuing a specific degree in college.

The KLEC congratulates and recognizes the following individuals for earning career development certificates. All have demonstrated a personal and professional commitment to their training, education and experience as a law enforcement officer or telecommunications technician.

**Intermediate Law Enforcement Officer**
- Ashland Police Department: William Bailey
- Bowling Green Police Department: Philemon Carpin
- Andy Creek
- Sean Johnson
- Jerome McShane
- Roy Rogers II
- Kyle Scharlow
- Larry Zunic
- Covington Police Department: Joshua M. Craig
- Megan K. McMurry
- Paul G. Purvis
- Fayette County Schools Police Department: Marty F. Parks
- Hazard Police Department: Don J. Judd
- Independence Police Department: Jeffory Young
- Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office: Allan G. Calvin

**Jefferson County Police Department**
- Paul Holt
- Louisville Metro Police Department: Kimberly D. Burtrick
- Louisville Regional Airport Police Department: Joshua A. Bull
- Paris Police Department: Shain R. Moore
- Myron L. Thomas
- Daniel R. Thompson
- Pulaski County Sheriff’s Office: Jonathan C. Williams
- Radcliff Police Department: Brandon T. Jones

**Louisville Metro Police Department**
- Advanced Law Enforcement Officer: Alexander Pollock
- Michael Aune
- Kyle Scharlow
- Covington Police Department
- Megan K. McMurry
- Brandon M. Mossa

**Franklin Police Department**
- Maria D. Cherry
- Kelby W. Myford

**Glasgow Police Department**
- Tavrey R. Britt

**Harlan County Sheriff's Office**
- Robert M. Cope

**Hazard Police Department**
- Don J. Judd
- Hopkinsville Police Department: Thomas J. Huffman Jr.
- Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office: Allan G. Calvin
- LaGrange Police Department: William F. Connor

**Lexington Police Department**
- James M. Holliday
- Louisville Metro Police Department: Kimberly D. Burtrick
- Paris Police Department: Tony E. Adams Jr.
- Pikeville Police Department: Charles R. Blankenship

**Lexington Law Enforcement Executive**
- Audubon Park Police Department: John M. Lucke

**Hazard Police Department**
- Don J. Judd
- Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources: James B. Heady

**Law Enforcement Manager**
- Borna Police Department: Lee Ann Boyle
- Hazard Police Department: Don J. Judd
- Pikeville Police Department: Wesley A. Thompson
- Somerset Police Department: William E. Hunt

**Law Enforcement Executive**
- Harlan County Sheriff’s Office: Robert M. Cope
- Somerset Police Department: William E. Hunt

**Intermediate Public Safety Dispatcher**
- Bowling Green Police Department: Amelia L. Brown
- Carrollton Police Department: Gregory T. Beck

**Public Safety Dispatch Supervisor**
- Bowling Green Police Department: Amelia L. Brown
- Georgetown Police Department: Jennifer M. Murphy

**Communications Training Officer**
- Bluegrass 911 Central Communications: Lorne J. Combs
- Bowling Green Police Department: Amelia L. Brown
- Bowling Green Police Department: Michael E. Kojer
I

open door policy

Kentucky agencies use Angel Initiative to fight addiction with treatment and compassion instead of jail time

T was a normal day, like any other in Jeffersontown, Ky. Then-chief Rick Sanders and his assistant chief were meeting when an overdose-death call came across the radio, probably one of dozens that day in a county ravaged by drug abuse and fatal overdoses. But as the details poured in, the heartbeat taking over his assistant chief’s face told Sanders that this call wasn’t like the others.

The two took off Code 3 to the address precisely read by dispatchers but known by heart to the assistant chief – his daughter’s home. As they walked in the front door, his beautiful, 20-something daughter lay dead on her living room floor – the victim of a bad choice at a party the night before.

As Sanders stood numb and struggling to console his comrade, the girl’s mother came running to the door where he had to stop her because she was not yet allowed inside. He held her in his arms for what seemed like an eternity, as she wept and beat his chest with angry fists, screaming that she needed to hug her daughter. After the coroner officially established cause of death and left the scene, Sanders allowed the broken mother and wife to enter the living room and watched as she knelt beside her baby, cradled her limp body and held her for an hour, saying her last goodbye into the unfamiliar ears of her daughter.

Scenes like this and countless others burned into new Kentucky State Police Commissioner Sanders’ memory have created a passion for tackling the plague of addiction and doing anything to help those caught in its scours.

“I will never apologize for arresting people who need to be arrested – and there are plenty in society who need to be arrested,” Sanders said. “But there are many who have been duped or have made bad decisions and succumbed to addiction, and we’re going to get them into treatment. That’s what the Angel Initiative is all about.”

KSP is one of dozens of agencies nationwide and three in Kentucky to throw open its doors and invite in the broken, the dying – the addicts – to find help, restoration and treatment.

“The time for arguing is over,” Sanders said. “Who cares how they got addicted – whether it’s a disease or a choice? It doesn’t matter. We can’t keep putting people in jail for addiction who need help. We have to do a better job of helping people.”

Doing something different

On May 31, KSP launched its Angel Initiative at the Pikeville, Post 9 and Richmond, Post 7 locations. Originally created in the summer of 2015 by the Gloucester (Mass.) Police Department, the Angel Initiative allows drug users to turn in their illegal drugs. Then, instead of arresting the individuals on possession charges, the police department assigns an “angel” who helps users seek and enter into treatment.

For Sanders, his biggest drive is to get drug addicts in two post districts, and eventually the entire state, the treatment they need to head toward recovery before they enter the criminal-justice system, he said. KSP Post 9 Commander Jennifer Sandlin is partnering with Operation UNITE at its Pikeville Post to ensure the Angel Initiative’s success. Once an addict walks into the Pikeville Post, either Sandlin, another trooper or a dispatcher welcomes them and begins an in-take form on the individual. The form gathers information about individuals, as well as what drugs they use, how often and whether they’ve previously been to treatment or detox of any kind, among numerous other details.

“If a person has a warrant when they walk in, we do have to deal with that, but if they have drugs or paraphernalia, we’ll take it and not charge them,” Sanders said. “Someone asked once, ‘What if someone walks in with a kilo of heroin?’ and I answered, ‘That’s a good day, because we got a kilo off the street and a person into treatment.’”

But two cultures have to change in order for this or any angel program to work, Sandlin said.

“We have to convince these law enforcement that this is the right thing to do, and those who are addicted that they can trust the police,” she said.

For Sandlin, she said when Commissioner Sanders introduced the angel concept to her, she had a sharp learning curve as well.

“It was a really tough change,” she said. “All I’ve ever known is arresting people and dealing with criminal activity, I’ve never been involved in treatment. In the past, my idea of treatment was putting someone in jail.”

Feeling the need to fully understand addiction from the addict’s perspective, Sandlin contacted a friend who is a recovering heroin addict. Through her friend, she gained useful insight and belief in the program’s goals.

“My friend told me, ‘If you have one person it works for, that has a multiplying effect because their family and kids aren’t suffering any more. They’re not involved in criminal activity, and the whole community benefits from that one person’s change’,” Sandlin brought her friend into the Pikeville Post to tell troopers her story about how she got into drugs and eventually went through treatment.

“I knew I might meet resistance with troopers, not because they don’t want to help, but because it’s different than what they know,” Sandlin said. “It was important for them to see a win. To get on board, they had to see hope.”

Sandlin’s friend introduced her to treatment directors and helped get the ball rolling toward Sandlin developing an understanding of the way treatment centers function and who her partners and supporters would be. Her biggest asset, Operation UNITE, is the main source for the Pikeville Post’s angel volunteers and treatment placement facilitators, Sandlin said. However, Sanders is adamant this initiative in no way gives drug dealers and traffickers a free pass.

“They are drug traffickers, but we want to help those who are addicted before they get into the criminal-justice system.”

KSP is not the first agency in the state to tackle addiction through the Angel Initiative. Sanders first introduced the idea in Jeffersontown. But it was Sgt. Brittany Garrett who took that idea and ran with it – crafting Kentucky’s first Angel Initiative at the Jeffersontown Police Department.

I remember those doors feeling like they weighed 1,000 pounds. I was scared and petrified. I was homeless, jobless and lost in the madness of my addiction. It was very scary. But it’s the greatest thing when you admit you’re powerless over addiction and can’t function like a normal human being.

– RICK SANDERS, ANGEL INITIATIVE PARTICIPANT

Profiles in law enforcement
Angela has held this role to her phone calls a day from someone struggling in their detox center and wanting to leave. They have taken someone out to dinner or to the swimming pool, just to get them out doing something, away from old friends and places that led them into addiction in the first place. Angela play an indispensable role that officers, and even Pompillo, cannot play in the lives of recovering addicts, Pompillo said.

“Have you changed your people, places, and friends,” said Jeffersonville’s Kasey. “The biggest thing is once someone gets their clear head, it’s a lot easier to see the pros and cons of addiction. I never would have experienced that if it wasn’t for what we went through – she (Garrett) is my angel.”

Garrett said success stories like Kasey’s, and drive her passion for continued cultural change in the police community to find a new way to fight this battle.

“We have begun to humanize the disease, and the addicts have humanized our profession,” Garrett said.

“The Angel Initiative is great,” Kasey added. “I know [Garrett] is busy, but she still manages to take time out of her schedule to keep up with how I’m doing. And if she can’t, she gives my number to another officer who can connect with me.”

“I would be lost,” she emphasized, “if I didn’t have this program.”

Angela has helped thousands of people feel safe and connect with their families. The Police Assisted Addiction and Recovery Initiative is now finding success across the country, and is helping people find the help they need to get sober.
Three Kentucky officers who lost their lives in the line of duty were honored May 23 during the annual Kentucky Law Enforcement Memorial ceremony.

Kentucky experienced no line-of-duty deaths in 2016. This year’s historical recognitions ranged from 1883 to 2014. Versailles Police Officer George Freeman, Oldham County Police Officer Charles D. Howley and Bell County Sheriff’s Deputy Frank Bowman all were honored among their family, friends and comrades.

Freeman was a town marshall serving Versailles when he was killed on June 17, 1883. According to the Officer Down Memorial Page, which maintains line-of-duty-death records nationally, Freeman was killed by a pair of brothers who claimed Freeman had killed one of their brothers the previous year. He is interred at the Versailles Cemetery in Woodford County.

In 1932, Bell County Sheriff’s Deputy Frank Bowman was attempting a public intoxication arrest when he was shot and killed, according to the ODMP website. The deputy advised the two intoxicated men to leave the area when one of them turned back toward the officer and, after a struggle, fatally shot Bowman.

Oldham County Police Officer Charles Howley died May 14, 2014 after being exposed to a lethal dose of refrigerant while conducting a building search. A daycare in his community reported smoke in the building and, while ensuring all children and employees had safely exited the facility, Howley ingested refrigerant that was being released into the air. He became ill and suffered a fatal heart attack the following day, according to the ODMP website.

This year’s ceremony hosted several speakers, including Kentucky Lt. Gov. Jenean M. Hampton as keynote speaker. Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet Secretary John Tilley and Randy Chrisman, father of 2015 fallen Kentucky State Police Trooper Eric Chrisman, also spoke.

Louisville Metro Police Pipes and Drums provided special music. The Oldham County Police Department Honor Guard presented colors and the Richmond Police Department conducted the 21-gun salute.
**THE END GAME**

Retirement. Depending on who you ask, retirement has many meanings in the law enforcement community.

It’s the end game for many, and for some, it’s the impossible dream that seems like it will never come. For others, it’s a fantasy or make believe, something they cannot wrap their minds around.

For Jamal Howard, 24, a second-year officer with the Hopkinsville Police Department, retirement isn’t on his radar this early in his career.

“Right now, my focus is staying on patrol,” Howard said. “Retirement isn’t something I think about a lot. I’ve always worked, and I love to work.”

The Christian County native said his focus is on his job, but added that retirement may become a blip on his radar screen one day.

“I will probably start looking at retirement after I turn 35, when I’m off patrol,” he said. “That’s when I will start looking at it.”

Some 200 miles northeast, Sgt. William Vogt, 32, a nine-year veteran with Louisville Metro Police Department, said he started the retirement planning process early in his career.

“Officer Peter Grignon’s widow came and talked to us at the academy, and that reality kind of set in,” Vogt said, of the LMPD officer who died in the line of duty in March 2005. “One thing she talked about was that he took care of a lot of the money stuff, and when he passed, she didn’t know what to do. I don’t want that to happen to my wife. When I first started out, I put in six years on the west end, and I had fun doing good police work. It was dangerous, but I was safe. But there are some things you cannot guarantee, and that is the reality of it.”

Travel another 220 miles east to Pikeville, you will discover that retirement has Pikeville Police Capt. Aaron Thompson’s full attention.

“I am fully aware of the 20-year retirement,” the 43-year-old, 17-year veteran said. “That was a draw to me for the job.”

The one thing all three officers have in common is a desire to one day live the dream 50-year-old Brian Slone of Nicholasville currently is enjoying.

Slone retired in August 2016 after more than 24 years with the Nicholasville Police Department, rising to the rank of assistant chief.

“I don’t fish, but I have traveled,” Slone said about retirement. “I’ve been to Las Vegas twice; I’ve got a poker club I belong to and we went out there, and I went once with my son, kind of a father-son trip.”

No matter what line of work a person is in, retirement is an end goal, and for many, the game plan — assuming there is one — differs. For some, an unpleasant surprise may await them.

According to a March 2017 time.com article, 40 percent of Americans are wrong when it comes to preparing for retirement.

The article cited a study by the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, which says more than half of working-age Americans are at risk of experiencing a drastic reduction in standard of living upon retirement.

“What is surprising, though, is the number of people the researchers identified who believe they’re on track to a secure retirement but aren’t (according to the researchers) and, conversely, how many are worried they’re falling short but are actually doing fine,” the articles states.

That fact didn’t surprise Slone, who said he wishes he would have gotten serious about retirement much earlier in his career.

“Around year 19 was when I started planning for retirement,” he said. “I went to Frankfort and met with them (Kentucky Retirement System personnel) and set up the account as far as turning in a birth certificate, beneficiary information, marriage license and all of that. I had that set up, but I was not happy with the money I was going to draw at that time. From that point on, for the next five or six years, I played the numbers game.”

Slone’s story is one that Vogt has heard many times from his Louisville colleagues. Stories like Slone’s is one reason Vogt and Louisville Sgt. Brian Kungler are in the beginning stages of putting together financial planning for young officers throughout their careers.

Brian Slone retired as assistant police chief in August 2016 after a 24-year career with the city’s police department. Slone wishes local and state government would put more of an emphasis on organized retirement planning for young officers throughout their careers.
classes that will be offered to Louisville officers. Though not mandatory, interested officers can attend the classes in their free time.

That is one of the scary things," Vogt said. "When officers are living day to day, they're not thinking about retirement."

The idea of putting together a program came to Vogt during a Department of Criminal Justice Training instructor's course he took in February 2017. "I realized how many officers have retired from law enforcement, so I thought, ‘I think we need to do something as an instructor training in law enforcement,’" he said. "I thought to myself, ‘I think we should bring a program similar to that that we do for the academy officers.’"

Like many before him who have retired from law enforcement, Stone also is enjoying a second career, one closely related to his police work. He works 24 to 36 hours per week as a security officer for Alltech in Nicholasville. It is a position he has held since the mid-1990s, when he worked a 12-hour weekend shift. "When I was working up to 50-plus hours per week at the police department, I could only work Sunday days; then, he added."

Now, Stone is enjoying the fruits of his efforts. "(Retirement) was an unachievable goal," Slone said. "Now, I'm amazed that on the 14th of every month they pay me to sit at home. I cannot believe that; it's a great thing."

A second career closely related to law enforcement also appeals to Thompson. "My goal right now is to do the 20 years and be done, and I want to start another career," he said. "I would like to do something as an instructor training in law enforcement."

Law enforcement agencies offered a tool, Stone said it would be well-received and a tremendous benefit to many law enforcement officers. "I think the state, cities and counties do not do a good job in educating employees early on in their careers," Stone said. "Maybe they don’t know how or maybe they just don’t know, either. I think there is a disconnect statewide (and) we need to do a better job of educating our officers at an early point in their careers."

In a policeone.com article titled, "Tips for Planning Your Retirement from Law Enforcement," author Matthew Loux, a criminal justice faculty member at American Military University opined the first step to retirement is saving. "Sit down with your family and talk about your budget," Loux wrote. "Among the budget items he suggests discussing are monthly expenses, short-term goals and long-term or retirement goals."

The article states that most experts say a person will need between 70 to 80 percent of their current salary to live on during retirement. So that means, if you earn $50,000 a year, and are 35 and plan on retiring when you are 62, with a life expectancy to age 85, you will need to save $9,669 per year in order to have the $40,000 a year in pension payments (80 percent of $50,000) you’ll need in retirement. Obviously, if you start saving as a young, 25-year-old officer, you would need to save less per year; about $5,301 per year, according to the article.

Other tips offered in the article include reviewing the agency’s pension, IRAs and 401-type plans. The article also encourages officers to be knowledgeable about projected Social Security benefits by using calculators on the Social Security Administration and AARP websites.

SECOND CAREER: LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT

..."You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason," Vogt said. "You want to avoid things like credit card bills in order to set yourself up for success in the future. If you can put off what you want and live below your means now, eventually you’re going to get to a spot where you’re going to realize you can buy whatever you want, within reason. It’s delayed gratification.”

In regard to the state’s retirement systems, Vogt said work hard and make your way up the ladder so when the time comes, you’ll have rank, which will affect your high force. According to the state retirement system’s website, hazardous retirement benefits are based upon a 3-High Final Compensation. When final compensation is based on the 3-High, it must include at least 24 months of creditable service and a minimum of three fiscal years. The years used do not have to be full, 12-month years.

"You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason," Vogt said. "You want to make money. So get promoted and put yourself in a position to succeed (in retirement)."

Matthew Loux, a criminal justice faculty member at American Military University opined the first step to retirement is saving. "Sit down with your family and talk about your budget," Loux wrote. "Among the budget items he suggests discussing are monthly expenses, short-term goals and long-term or retirement goals."

The article states that most experts say a person will need between 70 to 80 percent of their current salary to live on during retirement. So that means, if you earn $50,000 a year, and are 35 and plan on retiring when you are 62, with a life expectancy to age 85, you will need to save $9,669 per year in order to have the $40,000 a year in pension payments (80 percent of $50,000) you’ll need in retirement. Obviously, if you start saving as a young, 25-year-old officer, you would need to save less per year; about $5,301 per year, according to the article.

Other tips offered in the article include reviewing the agency’s pension, IRAs and 401-type plans. The article also encourages officers to be knowledgeable about projected Social Security benefits by using calculators on the Social Security Administration and AARP websites.

SECOND CAREER: LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT

..."You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason," Vogt said. "You want to avoid things like credit card bills in order to set yourself up for success in the future. If you can put off what you want and live below your means now, eventually you’re going to get to a spot where you’re going to realize you can buy whatever you want, within reason. It’s delayed gratification.”

In regard to the state’s retirement systems, Vogt said work hard and make your way up the ladder so when the time comes, you’ll have rank, which will affect your high force. According to the state retirement system’s website, hazardous retirement benefits are based upon a 3-High Final Compensation. When final compensation is based on the 3-High, it must include at least 24 months of creditable service and a minimum of three fiscal years. The years used do not have to be full, 12-month years.

"You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason," Vogt said. "You want to make money. So get promoted and put yourself in a position to succeed (in retirement)."

Matthew Loux, a criminal justice faculty member at American Military University opined the first step to retirement is saving. “Sit down with your family and talk about your budget,” Loux wrote.

“Among the budget items he suggests discussing are monthly expenses, short-term goals and long-term or retirement goals. The article states that most experts say a person will need between 70 to 80 percent of their current salary to live on during retirement. So that means, if you earn $50,000 a year, and are 35 and plan on retiring when you are 62, with a life expectancy to age 85, you will need to save $9,669 per year in order to have the $40,000 a year in pension payments (80 percent of $50,000) you’ll need in retirement. Obviously, if you start saving as a young, 25-year-old officer, you would need to save less per year; about $5,301 per year, according to the article.

Other tips offered in the article include reviewing the agency’s pension, IRAs and 401-type plans. The article also encourages officers to be knowledgeable about projected Social Security benefits by using calculators on the Social Security Administration and AARP websites.

SECOND CAREER: LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT

…"You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason," Vogt said. "You want to avoid things like credit card bills in order to set yourself up for success in the future. If you can put off what you want and live below your means now, eventually you’re going to get to a spot where you’re going to realize you can buy whatever you want, within reason. It’s delayed gratification.”

In regard to the state’s retirement systems, Vogt said work hard and make your way up the ladder so when the time comes, you’ll have rank, which will affect your high force. According to the state retirement system’s website, hazardous retirement benefits are based upon a 3-High Final Compensation. When final compensation is based on the 3-High, it must include at least 24 months of creditable service and a minimum of three fiscal years. The years used do not have to be full, 12-month years.

“\"You may not want to do it, but you’re here for a reason,\" Vogt said. "\You want to make money. So get promoted and put yourself in a position to succeed (in retirement)."\"
THE UNSEEN DISABILITY

Effective Communication with Kentucky’s Deaf and Hard of Hearing

The startling appearance of blue lights flashing in an average driver’s rearview mirror is unsettling to say the least. But when the driver’s ability to communicate with the approaching officer is diminished by hearing loss, the sense of panic and anxiety is heightened.

Nearly 700,000 Kentuckians reported they are deaf or hard of hearing in the most recent census. That number represents 16 percent of the commonwealth’s citizens, and the number is growing, according to Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Executive Director Virginia Moore.

“Nearly 700,000 Kentuckians reported they are deaf or hard of hearing in the most recent census. That number represents 16 percent of the commonwealth’s citizens, and the number is growing, according to Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Executive Director Virginia Moore.”

“The third largest health risk in the U.S. is hearing loss,” Moore said. “It is something we all have to deal with. Law enforcement, based on the sheer number of hard-of-hearing individuals out there, is going to be facing someone weekly – if not daily – who has some type of hearing loss.”

The communication barrier between peace officers and those with diminished hearing can present a significant safety risk for both parties. A person who doesn’t hear the officer’s commands may be interpreted as non-compliant. A deaf person who uses his voice to speak may not hear his own sound and could be loud or appear belligerent, in fact he has no idea how he is being heard, Moore said.

The citizen may indicate with his or her hands that he or she cannot hear, but the officer could easily miss the sign. Or in an effort to communicate, the driver could reach for a notepad and pen, sparking an immediate safety concern for the officer anticipating a possible weapon.

“When I was little, my mother was pulled over one time and I saw her immediately do that,” Moore said. “I also saw her dig into her purse, and when she raised her head back up, the officer had his gun drawn. It scared me to death. It didn’t scare my mother, she was quite the lady. But there are certain things I think officers and individuals being pulled over need to realize may be a concern.”

RECOGNIZE THE DISABILITY

Law enforcement interactions with the deaf and hard of hearing community have received national attention in recent years because of tragedies caused by the communication barrier. A North Carolina deaf man was shot and killed after a pursuit that ended near his home. His brother later reported to media that his sibling feared police because of prior tense interactions.

A New York woman won a $750,000 lawsuit against the NYPD after she called 911 for help evicting her brother. His brother later reported to media that his sibling was shot and killed after a pursuit that ended near his home.

“First and foremost, there is the communication barrier with ASL being a totally different language,” said Ted Baran, chief of police for the Gallaudet University Police. “One of the first things I try to tell officers is that deafness really is an unseen disability. Your initial contact with a deaf person is not like an initial contact with a person in a wheelchair or a blind person with a cane in hand.”

Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C. is the country’s only university designed to be barrier-free for the deaf and hard of hearing. Baran, who has served as the school’s police chief for the past six years, grew up with two deaf parents and understands the community’s struggles. He now helps train law enforcement to offer helpful tips and increase safety during interactions with the deaf and hard of hearing.

The biggest challenge Baran tells officers first is recognizing the disability quickly.

Moore echoed Baran’s thoughts about recognizing the disability, noting that even a person wearing a visible hearing aid might still be unable to hear and communicate effectively.

“If a person is wearing glasses, you’re going to assume they see you, she said. “But if [a hearing-impaired person] has hearing aids on, you can’t make that assumption. They could simply be for environmental noises and not allow the person to have clarity of voice or understanding.”

The Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, established 35 years ago by the state legislature, is designed to act as an advocate – among many other responsibilities – for the hearing-impaired community. One way the commission previously worked to improve communication between law enforcement and the deaf is through the creation of visor communication cards.

Created in conjunction with the Kentucky State Police, the cards are large, colorful and laminated for longevity. There are four communication cards. One for law enforcement offers tips and images to aid communication. On the other side of this card.

“The Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing created and distributes various visor cards to the deaf and hard of hearing community. This is a visible confirmation for officers with tips about communicating with the deaf community and officers. There are three other cards for those who define themselves as deaf, hard of hearing or oral. Unfortunately, there are no clear definitions for what these terms mean, as they are unique to each individual. Each person knows how they define their hearing loss functions, said Anisa Dowd, executive staff advisor for KCDHH.

For more information about hearing loss definitions, please visit this link: http://www.kcdhh.ky.gov

The Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing created and distributes various visor cards to the deaf and hard of hearing community. This is a visible confirmation for officers with tips about communicating with the deaf community and officers. There are three other cards for those who define themselves as deaf, hard of hearing or oral. Unfortunately, there are no clear definitions for what these terms mean, as they are unique to each individual. Each person knows how they define their hearing loss functions, said Anisa Dowd, executive staff advisor for KCDHH.

For more information about hearing loss definitions, please visit this link: http://www.kcdhh.ky.gov
The Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing provided the following statistics to help better understand hearing loss in America:

- Nearly 33 percent of all Americans older than 65 have hearing loss.
- One in five teens are estimated to experience some type of hearing loss – 10 percent report hearing loss from loud noise.
- Nine out of every 10 children born deaf are born to parents who can hear.
- More than 30 million Americans are exposed to dangerous noise levels at work.
- Loss of hearing is the number one war wound among American veterans. Approximately 2.3 million veterans receive either disability compensation for service-connected hearing disabilities or are in treatment for hearing-related issues.
- Men are more likely to experience hearing loss than women.
- An estimated 50 million Americans experience tinnitus, also known as ringing in the ears. Ninety percent of those also have hearing loss.

Six Tips for Communicating with the Hearing Impaired

1. **BE PATIENT:** First and foremost, be patient with the deaf person, Baran said. It sounds easy, but some officers are more patient than others about communicating and being clear. Taking time to establish the best form of communication for the deaf person will help ease their intimidation.

2. **LIP READING CAN BE INEFFECTIVE:** Most people think people with diminished hearing can read lips, but this is not the case. Baran said. Only about 30 percent of the English language is readable on lips.

3. **BE AWARE OF LIGHTING:** Lighting is an issue. In the dark, make sure the deaf person can see you clearly, Baran said.

4. **DON’T DEPEND ON FAMILY TO COMMUNICATE:** Family members such as children or siblings who may be present may be more adept at communicating with the deaf or hearing-impaired individual. Baran urges officers not to rely on them to interpret between them and the deaf person.

5. **USE AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY:** Many hearing-impaired individuals carry a pen and paper to communicate. However, Baran recently taught a class of officers that as most people have smart phones, a deaf person may attempt to communicate through a text message or notepad app on their phone. “Their fear on the other side is that it won’t be accepted as a method of communication,” Baran said. “I told my class to use their own phone to type out why they are being stopped.”

6. **GET AN INTERPRETER:** The above tips are only effective for initial stops and interactions, Baran said. Anything that goes beyond that requires an interpreter. Know how to get one, especially before any interviews are conducted.

“Respect the deaf person who needs that communication instead of trying to bypass it,” he said.

The next step

The final piece of Moore’s three-pronged approach is a national effort to establish curriculum for law enforcement training to help officers better understand hearing loss in America.

The Kentucky Commission on the Deaf and Hard of Hearing provided the following statistics to help better understand hearing loss in America:

- Nearly 33 percent of all Americans older than 65 have hearing loss.
- One in five teens are estimated to experience some type of hearing loss – 10 percent report hearing loss from loud noise.
- Nine out of every 10 children born deaf are born to parents who can hear.
- More than 30 million Americans are exposed to dangerous noise levels at work.
- Loss of hearing is the number one war wound among American veterans. Approximately 2.3 million veterans receive either disability compensation for service-connected hearing disabilities or are in treatment for hearing-related issues.
- Men are more likely to experience hearing loss than women.
- An estimated 50 million Americans experience tinnitus, also known as ringing in the ears. Ninety percent of those also have hearing loss.

Six Tips for Communicating with the Hearing Impaired

1. **BE PATIENT:** First and foremost, be patient with the deaf person, Baran said. It sounds easy, but some officers are more patient than others about communicating and being clear. Taking time to establish the best form of communication for the deaf person will help ease their intimidation.

2. **LIP READING CAN BE INEFFECTIVE:** Most people think people with diminished hearing can read lips, but this is not the case. Baran said. Only about 30 percent of the English language is readable on lips.

3. **BE AWARE OF LIGHTING:** Lighting is an issue. In the dark, make sure the deaf person can see you clearly, Baran said.
Law Enforcement Agencies Consider Switch to 9mm

From smartphones to drones, technology has made life easier in many ways. The same is true for many law enforcement agencies in Kentucky, as advancements in bullet technology have many departments moving toward or considering a switch to 9 mm handguns.

Kentucky State Police Deputy Commissioner Alex Payne said in the past several years, manufacturers have made the 9 mm handgun more attractive to law enforcement.

“These new 9 mm bullets started coming out, and they are the most amazing thing I’ve seen, from a 9 mm standpoint, since I started in 1983,” Payne said. “It’s the difference that I’ve seen as far as ammo that’s come along.”

Although maligned in the past due to its inability to reliably deliver incapacitating force, recent developments in bullet technology have made the 9 mm back to the forefront of a law enforcement weapon and bullet of choice.

Studies by the FBI have shown the new 9 mm packs quite a punch and scores better on protocols or tests, Payne said.

“To give you an example, using the FBI protocols, we took our current .40-caliber round and it passed roughly 33 percent of those FBI protocols,” Payne said. “That’s a 180-grain, .40-caliber round out of a Glock 35. The new 9 mm bullets passed 100 percent of those FBI protocols with flying colors.”

In order to pass the protocols, a bullet must achieve 13 to 15 inches of penetration depth using the FBI ballistic gelatin with varying obstacles to overcome.

The FBI tests include shooting into bare gelatin (15 inches of penetration), gelatin covered with heavy clothing (15 inches), a target with a steel shield (14 inches), wallboard (13.5 inches), plywood (15 inches) and automobile glass (14 inches).

“What you’re looking for is the 13 to 15 inches of penetration because handguns are all about penetration,” Payne said. “They’re not rifles, and the big difference between them is speed. You have to think of the handgun as an elongated drill bit. The longer or deeper I can get that drill bit in there, the better off I’m going to feel about that particular bullet.”

“The .40 caliber bullet fell short, Payne said, indicating the 9 mm wasn’t as effective as law enforcement agencies would have liked. But in recent years, the FBI has done an about-face on the 9 mm based on the improved bullet technology.

“Even during that period, if we had a recruit who struggled to manage a .40-cal, we would put them in a 9 mm because they were able to manage that weapon better,” Holland said.

The recent switch back to the 9 mm has resulted in higher marksmanship scores, Holland added.

Many agencies follow the FBI’s lead in matters involving firearms, Payne said.

“The FBI has a top-notch research department, which is a huge benefit to local agencies, he said. “Everything is based on bullet technology these days,” Payne said. “One of the leaders in researching what the ammo manufacturers have done is the FBI. So, anything new that comes out, they will add to their vast database, and they do this by setting up a series of tests known as the FBI protocols. The rounds are subjected to all the things that the .40 was a good weapon; it served us well,” Payne said. “It was heavy, but it worked. That’s the first thing you’ve got to have in a police weapon; it’s got to go boom. It’s not as forgiving as the 10-caliber by a longshot, but there’s a lot of muzzle flip with the Glock 35. It’s just not as easily controlled as the 9 mm.”

Department of Criminal Justice Training Special Operations Branch Manager Jim Simpson said with the improvements, the 9 mm is now on par with higher-caliber rounds.

“It’s comparable to larger-caliber ammunition,” Simpson said. “That’s why a lot of departments are going to it; it’s cheaper than the .40 caliber.”

OTHER BENEFITS

The 9 mm offers a much less pronounced recoil, which allows officers to shoot more accurately.

“You don’t have to come back on target so much like you do with the large calibers,” Simpson said.

DOCJT Firearms Section Supervisor Joe Wallace said less recoil can improve a shooter’s accuracy greatly.

“A smaller caliber you can keep on your target,” Wallace said. “A lot of that might be that the shooter feels timid because of the recoil, but your recovery time between shots is going to suffer with a larger-caliber weapon.”

That means officers can fire faster, more accurate follow-up shots.

“We’re talking milliseconds,” Wallace said. “But still, if it means stepping that threat, it’s an advantage for the officer. It may be a slight advantage, but it’s still an advantage.”

Additionally, there is significantly less wear and tear on a 9 mm handgun versus higher-caliber weapons, Simpson said.

“Anytime you use a large caliber, it’s harder on the weapon system,” he said. “When you go to a smaller caliber like 9 mm, there’s fewer things that can happen with that weapon system.”

There is also a cost-savings in regard to training ammunition, Payne said.

“That’s another plus we found out about,” he said. “Dry fire ammo is kind of a waste — it’s about the same (cost) — but your practice ammo is cheaper. That will save the agency some money.”

Payne added that what makes a perfect police sidearm is the flawless marriage between bullet and gun, and that is the most important thing for officers.

“At the end of the day, we want to put our people in the best position to win these confrontations and go home,” Payne said. “If I didn’t believe in this stuff, we wouldn’t have it, period.”
Dundas Police Chief Brandon Barnhill once was a rookie officer who spent his time on the streets, working various shifts, as a patrol officer for the city of Murray and then Paducah. But even then, he had a dream.

To attain his dreams, Barnhill worked a game plan when he first joined law enforcement some 22 years ago.

“My first goal was to put 100-percent effort into what I was asked or assigned to do,” the chief said. “By doing so, I always felt that it would help me overcome some of my shortcomings in other areas such as age, experience, and subject knowledge.”

But sometimes life gets in the way of the best laid plans, the chief said.

“Life throws you curveballs from time-to-time and you must be able to adjust,” Barnhill said. “I must say that although I have not always gotten positions or promotions when I first applied for them or been selected for a coveted position when I thought I deserved it, nothing kept me from pursuing my dreams.”

One of the tools Barnhill used to realize his dreams was the Office of Kentucky Law Enforcement Council Support’s Career Development Program.

“I began in Murray and Paducah as a patrol officer,” Barnhill said. “In 1999, I was selected to be a criminal-investigations detective. During the next few years, I jumped back and forth within divisions, promoting to various positions within the department.”

Over the course of his police career, Barnhill earned CDP certifications in Intermediate Law Enforcement, Advanced Law Enforcement, Law Enforcement Officer Investigator, Advanced Investigator, Law Enforcement Supervisor, Law Enforcement Manager and Law Enforcement Executive.

While those certifications were not the be all, end all of career progression, it certainly helped the process, Barnhill said, who was promoted to police chief in 2013.

“CDP is not all inclusive for promotion or success, however, it does provide sound advice and guidance to assist officers in making good career choices and decisions during their careers,” Barnhill said. “I used the great advice from leaders and mentors in our agency, combined with the program’s guide and advice from Joe Boldt to determine how to proceed in the program.”

For Hopkinsville Police Dispatch Supervisor Stephanie Noel, CDP is a tool that helped her succeed in her profession.

“I'm not going to say I wouldn't be here without the certifications, however, I can say it has assisted me along the way and has helped set me up for success by the confidence and knowledge they have provided me,” said Noel, who has been with the agency 19 years. “It has added extra tools to my tool belt to assist in being a better leader, motivator, problem-solver and overall person.”

During her career, Noel has earned certifications in Advanced Public Safety Dispatcher, Communications Training Officer and Public Safety Dispatch Supervisor. She will start her career track for Public Safety Dispatch Manager/Director in November.

Barnhill and Noel’s stories, and ones like it, are music to the ears of Boldt, OKLECS program coordinator, who has overseen CDP since its infancy in 2003.

When discussing the program, Boldt is quick to insert a wristwatch from New York Yankee legend Yogi Berra, who once said, “You have to be very careful if you don’t know where you are going, because you might not get there.”

That quote is a favorite of Boldt. He often brings it up when he talks about career paths for law enforcement and public safety dispatch members.

“This program keeps the officer or dispatcher goal-oriented and focused on the training process, and it helps answer the question of ‘Where am I going in my career?’” Boldt said.

CDP is a professional-level certificate program that encourages law enforcement officers and public safety dispatchers to plan and organize their annual training to correlate an individual’s career goal.

The program provides structure to the training process through career tracking, and it offers career tracks for law enforcement officers and for public safety dispatchers.

For years, OKLECS has offered assistance and training opportunities for law enforcement and dispatchers – through Kentucky’s four law enforcement training academies – who are figuring out which career path to take.

“It places structure and organization on the training process, and takes the guesswork out of courses to take from year to year,” Boldt said.

Although officers or dispatchers can enter the program at any point in their careers, Boldt said the earlier the better.

“I would encourage it right from the beginning of one’s career to get enrolled and start working toward one’s first certificate,” he said. “I have had officers and dispatchers who are in their last year before retirement and want to see which certificates they may have earned during their careers. As long as the officer or dispatcher still is working and has an active Peace Officer Professional Standards or Telecommunicator Professional Standards certification, they can enroll in CDP.”

Barna, who once said, “You have to be very careful if you don’t know where you are going, because you might not get there.”

That quote is a favorite of Boldt. He often brings it up when he talks about career paths for law enforcement and public safety dispatch members.
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“It places structure and organization on the training process, and takes the guesswork out of courses to take from year to year,” Boldt said.

Although officers or dispatchers can enter the program at any point in their careers, Boldt said the earlier the better.

“I would encourage it right from the beginning of one’s career to get enrolled and start working toward one’s first certificate,” he said. “I have had officers and dispatchers who are in their last year before retirement and want to see which certificates they may have earned during their careers. As long as the officer or dispatcher still is working and has an active Peace Officer Professional Standards or Telecommunicator Professional Standards certification, they can enroll in CDP.”

Career Development Program Helps Officers and Dispatchers Achieve Their Goals

The Path to Success

Kentucky Law Enforcement Council Support’s Career Development Program.

"The program provides structure to the training process through career tracking, and it offers career tracks for law enforcement officers and for public safety dispatchers."

Kentucky Law Enforcement Council Support’s Career Development Program helps officers and dispatchers achieve their goals. The program provides structure to the training process through career tracking and offers career tracks for law enforcement officers and public safety dispatchers.
Police Chief

Dannville Capt. Glenn Dean added that thinking outside the box is also a good when it comes to career development.

“I took more tactical and defensive tactics-oriented classes. I got good training and went to a lot of good courses,” he said. “When I started looking at career development, I knew I had to branch out. Anytime you branch out from your comfort zone, you’re going to learn, and it helped me to grow and develop.

Now I’m into the leadership focus part of it.”

Hopkinsville’s Noel said the most important factor about CDP is taking what you’re learning in a classroom setting and applying it to the field.

“The knowledge I have gained through this program has helped tremendously,” she said, adding that the courses she’s taken have helped with everything from supervisory skills, to the day-to-day communication center operations.

“It has taught me how to deal with subordinates efficiently and how to motivate them by adopting the appropriate leadership style to the demands of the situation,” Noel said.

The programs all are voluntary, and there is no additional cost for Kentucky officers or organizations to follow a specific track.

“The only cost is time to fill out the paperwork,” Boldt said.

The intermediate and advanced law enforcement officer certifications are among the most popular on the law enforcement side, he added.

“Those certificates require the completion of training hours in technical, human or conceptual skills,” Boldt said.

“There are a variety of courses that emphasize the technical and human skills, but I will say there are fewer courses to choose from in conceptual skills. For those who wish to earn their Advanced Law Enforcement certificate, it may be a little more difficult to locate a course that satisfies this requirement.”

The OKLECS website is the first step in the process.

“The first form I need is the participation form,” Boldt said.

“That has a checklist of all of the certificates the officer or dispatcher can achieve. The chief or sheriff signs, because we want the agency heads to know their officer or dispatcher can achieve. The chief or sheriff must possess are technical – a knowledge of operational and tactical abilities – and human skills, which incorporates skills in cultural diversity, communication and interviewing.

“The next logical step in the path would be to earn the advanced officer, which requires an additional 64 hours of technical- and human-skill courses, as well as 32 hours in conceptual training, which presents courses that touch on leadership, organizing, planning or sharpening one’s abstract thinking abilities,” Boldt said. “All skill courses would expect from an advanced certified officer.”

Many certifications

“Within the Law Enforcement Officer track, OKLECS offers nine certificates that represent the patrol, investigations and traffic career paths,” Boldt said. “Under the Law Enforcement Management track, OKLECS offers four additional certificates that equate to the various levels of the command structure: supervisor, manager, executive and chief executive.

There are your sergeants, lieutenants, captains and chiefs or sheriffs.”

On the public safety dispatcher side, there are five certificates, including two management tracks – Public Safety Dispatch Supervisor and Public Safety Dispatch Manager/Director.

Winchester Police Communications Supervisor Rhonda Rogers said from a dispatcher’s perspective, the certifications transform dispatching from a run-of-the-mill job to a satisfying career.

“Under the Law Enforcement Track, there are numerous courses and certificates that equate to the various levels of the command structure. The program offers certificates in conceptual skills. For those who wish to earn their Advanced Law Enforcement certificate, it may be a little more difficult to locate a course that satisfies this requirement.”

The OKLECS website is the first step in the process.

“The first form I need is the participation form,” Boldt said.

“That has a checklist of all of the certificates the officer or dispatcher can achieve. The chief or sheriff signs, because we want the agency heads to know their officer or dispatcher can achieve. The chief or sheriff must possess are technical – a knowledge of operational and tactical abilities – and human skills, which incorporates skills in cultural diversity, communication and interviewing.

“The next logical step in the path would be to earn the advanced officer, which requires an additional 64 hours of technical- and human-skill courses, as well as 32 hours in conceptual training, which presents courses that touch on leadership, organizing, planning or sharpening one’s abstract thinking abilities,” Boldt said. “All skill courses would expect from an advanced certified officer.”

“Most importantly, the certifications have allowed me to find confident teaching officers from across Kentucky,” he said. “The certifications add a certain level of reliability and validity when it comes to teaching officers who have just as much, if not more, experience in law enforcement as I do. One thing you can say about law enforcement officers throughout the state is they are sharp and they can tell if you know what you are talking about when you are in front of a class. The certifications I have, along with the field experience, go a long way in both were equally qualified in all aspects, except one had participated in CDP and takes the time and effort to organize and plan their training and education over the course of their careers. I would most likely choose that person for the job.”

DOJFT Instructor Shawn Moore, who teaches in the Special Topics Section of the Criminal Investigations Branch, agreed with Boldt’s assessment.

Moore, a 13-year law enforcement veteran with the Richmond and Eastern Kentucky University police departments, said his CDP certifications set him apart from others seeking the position.

“Fortunately, I was a graduate of the Kentucky Criminalistics Academy Crime-Scene Technicians course,” he said. “As a graduate, I also was a certiﬁed crime-scene technician through OKLECS’s Career Development Program. Since the job description included all of the items covered in the CDP, I felt that gave me an advantage when applying for the position. After I was hired, they made no secret of the fact that because of my training, field experience and the certification I received because of KCA, I was a top candidate for the job.”

Moore said his certification has paid huge dividends both as an officer and now as an instructor.

“Most importantly, the certifications have allowed me to find confident teaching officers from across Kentucky,” he said. “The certifications add a certain level of reliability and validity when it comes to teaching officers who have just as much, if not more, experience in law enforcement as I do. One thing you can say about law enforcement officers throughout the state is they are sharp and they can tell if you know what you are talking about when you are in front of a class. The certifications I have, along with the field experience, go a long way in

Berea Police Capt. Kenneth Puckett said one of the biggest advantages of the program is it keeps officers focused on their goals.

“They keep you on the same career path,” he said.

“Instead of taking a bunch of different classes, you start taking what is in your career path. If your focus is patrol, then you’re going to be taking all of the patrol-level courses, or if you’re a detective, then you’re going to focus on all of the detective-level classes.”

beyond law enforcement and dispatching

The certifications also serve officers and dispatchers well when they retire or leave the field.

“Of course, it would dictate that more credentials and certifications behind one’s name may help,” Boldt said.

“If I had two job candidates to choose from and
From Hodgepodge to Streamlined

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM HAS COME A LONG WAY

For many officers and public safety dispatchers who are recent graduates of the respective academies, the anticipation and excitement of beginning ones career is at the top of their “to-do” list. Serious thought of a career path had not yet sunk in, but thanks to a couple of Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice Training Instructors, that changed in the early 2000’s. The Office of Kentucky Law Enforcement Council Support Career Development Program provides structure to the training process through career tracking. However, the program wasn’t always there.

The KLEC Career Development Program came about because of two instructors whose keen eyes noticed a disturbing trend. “Back in the late 1990’s, DOCJT instructors J.R. Brown and Ron Godsey noticed many of their students were taking classes that had little to do with what the officers were actually doing on the street,” said Joe Boldt, OKLECS program coordinator.

Soon thereafter, the pair started research training methods. “They thought it would be better if there could be more congruence between subject matter learned and actual career paths,” Boldt said. “They began searching the country for concepts and programs that would address this dilemma and found seven states where offered, must be OKLECS-approved.” Soon thereafter, the pair started re-searching training methods. “It was hit or miss for the agencies,” recalled Brown, who retired in August 2016. “There was no incentive for them to have a career path. More than likely at that time, you’d go to teach in a class and you would have a detective in a fairly new patrol class, and he didn’t need that class.”

Godsey, who retired as investigations manager in 2012, said they needed some help, we could give them a call.”

However, the process wasn’t a simple one. Godsey said he and Brown made several pitches to the commissioner’s office before the idea began to take root.

“We sent it down to the commissioner twice, and it went nowhere,” Godsey said. “Nobody was interested. That was just the times. Some time after former Commissioner (John) Bizzack came to DOCJT, J.R. said, “Let’s try it again. What the heck?” We wanted to keep the idea out there. They said attention and set up a group to kick it around and from there, they set up a committee, and put Joe Boldt in charge of it.”

Godsey said the committee came up with the program’s curriculum. “The committee had other officers involved so they said, ‘What do we really want this course to be?’” Godsey said. “How many hours and what does the subject matter need to be? That came about through the committee.”

After several years of research and pitching the idea, Gov. Paul Patton signed the Career Development Program into law in 2003. Since the program’s inception, personnel from 301 agencies in Kentucky have gone through the program and more than 4,000 certificates have been awarded to personnel in agencies statewide.

The program was rolled out in a staggered format in the first year, with 10 to 15 counties coming on board each month. By the end of 2003, all 120 counties were on board with the program. OKLECS oversees training for Kentucky’s four academies – DOCJT, Kentucky State Police, Louisville Metro Police Department and the Lexington Police Department. All courses, regardless where offered, must be OKLECS-approved.

Brown and Godsey are pleased with how far the program has come since they formulated the idea in the late 1990s. “It’s grown far beyond what I thought it would,” Godsey said. “Many departments gave some pretty good raises and bonuses once they got certified.” Brown agreed. “I knew once it was organized it would be a success,” Brown said. “I give Joe (Boldt) a lot of credit to where the program is right now. He grabbed hold of it and took it to the next level. It has been a surprise to see how well it has worked out.”
I t doesn’t matter if you’re a first-year police officer or public safety dispatcher or you’re at the mid-point of your career; it’s never too late to look at a career path.

But getting ready to take that first step can look daunting on the surface when one looks at the various hours, educational points and courses a law enforcement officer or public safety dispatcher can take.

Joe Boldt, program coordinator with the Office of Kentucky Law Enforcement Council Support, said there is no reason for apprehension as the OKLECS’s Career Development Program helps eliminate the guesswork.

Boldt said people like to have goals and look ahead to see where they are going. The CDP tracks gives them a road map to help them achieve their career goals.

“It’s a building block-program,” Boldt said. “There are three requirements for all certificates — training, education and experience.”

Training and experience are obvious, training would include basic and in-service training, whereas experience equates to time on the job.

Education, however, varies, as some people have college degrees while others do not.

“Education can be either college or educational points,” Boldt said. “The reason we did the point system is that not everyone has a degree. We had to find another way to qualify educationally to get these certificates.”

Education points can be obtained two ways:

• Through the training transcript at the rate of one educational point for every 15 hours of training. This includes academy training hours, so as the officer or dispatcher comes out of the academy, they already have 61 points as an officer and 13 points for a dispatcher.

• Through college hours at the rate of one educational point per one-semester hour completed. So if a person has 25 college semester hours that equates to 25 educational points.

The points from a person’s training transcript and from college can be added together for a points total. Then, as long as the individual has enough points to match their years of full-time experience, they are good.

“Remember that meeting the educational requirement with points is only necessary if one does not have a degree,” Boldt pointed out.

Boldt said the way the system is set up encourages people to obtain college degrees while at the same time providing an achievable means to further their career.

Using the Intermediate Public Safety Dispatcher as an example, dispatchers must have a minimum of three years full-time experience and 30 educational points under their belts before they can earn this certificate.

“It’s almost impossible without some college to get 30 points in three years,” Boldt said.

“(The program) provides an incentive to get into college,” Boldt said. “Even a three-hour online course will get you those educational points, and you’ve completed the three-hour online course while you’re working.”

Law enforcement officers can earn educational points the same way, Boldt said.

Boldt said degrees such as associate’s and bachelor’s streamline the process in meeting the educational points requirement in the CDP.

“It does speed things up,” he said. “If you’re hired by an agency and already have a degree, that degree, no matter what level, would count toward your educational hours. As long as it’s from an accredited college, it will be accepted. A copy of the official college transcript is required.”

Boldt said unlike the OKLECS-approved courses – which cannot be used more than once to satisfy the training requirement – degrees and points are reusable.

“When one uses a course to satisfy the training requirement for one certificate, that course cannot be used again for any subsequent certificate,” Boldt said.

“To use a college analogy, colleges aren’t going to allow you to take basket weaving 10 times to earn your degree; you take it one time and it’s done. Degrees or educational points can be used repeatedly for all certificates to satisfy the educational requirement.”

Using the tried and true methods of the career development program, Boldt said the means of obtaining certification is not complicated.

He said if law enforcement officers and public safety dispatchers follow the plan, then their journey toward certifications can be a seamless experience.
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EDUCATION CAN EITHER BE COLLEGE OR EDUCATIONAL POINTS. THE REASON WE DID THE POINT SYSTEM IS THAT NOT EVERYONE HAS A DEGREE. WE HAD TO FIND ANOTHER WAY TO QUALIFY EDUCATIONALLY TO GET THESE CERTIFICATES.

- JOSEPH BOLDT, PROGRAM COORDINATOR
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When Jessamine County native Allen “Doodle” Peel graduated high school in 1978, he quickly realized he was a ship without a rudder to guide himself. So Peel spent the next 10 years trying to figure out what he wanted to do in life. That decade featured a series of dead-end jobs and even a short period of time farming. However, in September 1988 — when a former Jessamine County Sheriff called — the man known locally as Doodle, now 57, found his calling. Some 28 years later, Peel continues to serve the community he loves, most recently in his role as chief deputy. During his time with the Jessamine County Sheriff’s Office, Peel pretty much has done it all, from serving papers and conducting traffic stops to murder investigations and arresting “Elvis.”

Peel pretty much has done it all, Jessamine County Sheriff’s Office, chief deputy. During his time with the Jessamine County Sheriff’s Office, Peel pretty much has done it all, from serving papers and conducting traffic stops to murder investigations and arresting “Elvis.”
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(LAUGHING) MY MOM NICKNAMED ME DOODLE WHEN I was a baby, and it stuck. Nobody calls me Allen around here — it’s Doodle. She told me the story one time. She said she saw me laying there and I looked like a little doo-dle bug, doddling around, and boy did it stick.

I WAS 20 AND I WORKED DIFFERENT JOBS. I SERVED PAPERS, and I worked in a few factories. However, I really didn’t have a career at the time. Then Steve Walker called, and [law enforcement] turned into one. He needed deputies; a few guys left, and he needed manpower at the time. He called me and asked if I’d be interested, and I said, ‘I’ll think about it.’ That was 28 years ago.

BACK THEN, WE LEARNED ON THE JOB. IN EARLY deputies’ trainings, there was a sheriffs academy at Western Kentucky University. I graduated from there in 1991. Of course, ever since mandated train-

ing, we go to DOCJT.

I WAS A TYPICAL ROAD DEPUTY. I SERVED PAPERS, answered calls and worked nights when I first started. When I started, we had two cruisers and four deputies. Now we have 32 sworn deputies and 29 vehicles in our fleet, so we’ve grown by leaps and bounds.

TECHNOLOGY HAS CHANGED THE JOB A LOT. THE LeadsOnline program has allowed us to recover property that has been stolen. We have recovered property that people didn’t realize was stolen from them. It’s been a huge help. It has helped us track down a number of incidents that we couldn’t imagine. It’s an online website, and it allows us to check names of suspects and thieves, and items that were taken. Not all counties participate, but we’re trying to get a statewide law where all pawn shops have to participate (in the program) and it recently passed the House Standing Committee on Judiciary.

I ENJOY HELPING THE PUBLIC. MY BEST DAYS ARE knowing that I helped someone and they’re satisfied with how I did my job. That means a lot. When someone you’ve arrested comes up to you at Wal-Mart, thanks you and shakes your hand, you know you did your job in a way that people understand — that is a great feeling.

MY WORST DAY? I REMEMBER IT WAS A CLEAR, SUNNY day (November 2001). I was transporting prisoners when the call came out that there were shots fired. Deputy (current sheriff) Kevin Corman and another deputy ran out of the courthouse, and I said, ‘What’s going on?’ and they said there was a shootout on River Road. The jail deputies came to the courthouse to take the prisoners, and I went down to River Road. That was the most mind-numbing day I can remember. That was the day Capt. Chuck Morgan and Deputy Billy Ray Walls were shot and killed and Deputy Sonny Brown was wounded. They were serving a warrant. You would not consider it a high-risk warrant; it was a terrorist-threatening warrant.

I REMEMBER ONCE, ABOUT 25 YEARS AGO. I WAS AT a murder scene about five minutes before it happened. I turned and went by a store, and a man was putting air in his tires. There was an older man in the front yard of a house that sat behind the store, but there was nothing going on. I was on an alarm-depot call, and I went to the store and checked all the doors and windows and everything was fine. I left and, a few minutes later, then-Sheriff Joe Walker called me and said I needed to get back down to the store because there had been a shooting.

WHEN I GOT BACK THERE, THE MAN WHO WAS PUTTING air in his tires was laying there; he had been shot in the head. They said the elderly man shot him and took off in his pickup. EMS already was there with the other man, and I took off after the man in the truck. One of our deputies, Lowell Conley, was coming from town and pulled the guy over, and I pulled in behind Conley. We walked up to the track and the man had a .357 in the front seat, and we arrested him. The man was 78 and had dementia. He died before he went to trial. I think he had it in his mind that the other guy had laid some phone books on his front porch, and he got mad about that and went over and shot the guy. He died in jail, and no trial took place. It was a senseless murder.

I’VE HAD SOME INTERESTING ARRESTS, TOO. ONE OF THEM made the World’s Dumbest Criminals. (An Elvis impersonator) came to court and Deputy Gerald Wheeler and I arrested Elvis in district court. Elvis said to me, ‘Please keep my cap for me.’ He said it was a very expensive cape, and I said, ‘I will, I’ll watch for it, Elvis.’ He came to court under the influence in 2008. That made national news.

THERE ARE SOME THINGS OF THE JOB I WOULD MISS, AND, of course, there are some things that I wouldn’t miss. Retirement is the great unknown, and I’m not ready to test it yet. I hope when that time comes, people will remember me as honest and trustworthy, that I always tried to do what was right and helped the resi-

dents when they needed help.
**SENATE BILLS**

**SB 3 PUBLIC SECTOR RETIREMENT (EMERGENCY)**
Under specific circumstances, a member of the public may obtain information concerning the retirement benefits of a KERS/CERS member.

**SB 32 DRUG CONVICTION DATA**
The Administrative Office of the Courts will send data to the KASPER system concerning individuals convicted within the previous five years of felony and Class A misdemeanors that involve KRS 218A offenses, to allow queries by patient name to receive that information.

**SB 42 ASSAULT**
Amends KRS 431.005 to allow arrests for misdemeanor assaults anywhere on the premises of a hospital, including the parking lots.

**SB 73 AUTOCYCLES**
Creates a new category of vehicles, an autocycle. An autocycle is registered as a motorcycle, but neither headgear nor a motorcycle license is required.

**SB 91 COURT-ORDERED MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT**
Allows officers (and others) to file a petition for court-ordered outpatient mental health treatment. A sheriff (or other peace officer) may be ordered to transport for an examination or the individual may be summoned for examination, and if they fail to appear, may then be ordered transported.

**SB 120 CORRECTIONS**
Allows arrest on nonpayment of fines. Exempts law enforcement personnel from provisions that prohibit a professional/occupational license from being denied for a criminal offense.

**SB 176 MILITARY SURPLUS VEHICLES**
Allows the registration of military surplus vehicles by the general public. Certified inspectors should see the vehicle (with title and supporting documents) prior to registration by the county clerk. A separate inspection form may be created by the Department of Transportation.

**SB 189 OPERATOR’S LICENSES**
Allows for notations on Kentucky operator licenses that bearer is deaf or hard of hearing. It is optional for the driver to do so.

**SB 195 JUVENILE EXPUNGEMENT**
Creates process for expungement (under certain circumstances) of a juvenile record. The expungement serves to vacate underlying adjudication.

**SB 224 CIVIL LITIGATION / SEXUAL ABUSE**
Allows for civil litigation for adult victims of sexual abuse and redefines injury/illness to cover physical and psychological injuries for the purposes of this statute only. It establishes a five-year statute of limitations. No underlying criminal action is necessary.
Amends Assault on a Service Animal to allow for a felony if the animal is seriously injured, even if it is able to return to service. This does not include Assistance Animals as described in KRS 258.500.

HB 122 DOGS
Extends the status of ownership of a dog to include when someone permits the animal to remain on or about premises leased or occupied by that individual.

HB 144 MOTOR VEHICLE
Requires slow passage around stopped waste-collection vehicles.

HB 150 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Requires drugs to be scheduled in the same way it is done in the federal Controlled Substances Act – but allows the Cabinet for Health and Family Services to seek a higher classification if appropriate. Includes a discussion of definition of anabolic steroids.

HB 174 MOTOR VEHICLE
Defines the term “nondivisible loads.”

HB 20 ANIMALS (HORSES)
Allows for restocking of expenses incurred when horses are abandoned (food, shelter, veterinary care, etc.)

HB 215 VEHICLE-ACCIDENT REPORTS
Clarifies that news-gathering organizations may be provided information on motor-vehicle accidents. Defines news-gathering organizations.

HB 222 SHOCK PROBATION
Eliminates shock probation for individuals convicted of Manslaughter or the equivalent degree of Fetal Homicide.

HB 225 PEACE OFFICER JURISDICTION
The U.S. Mint Police have been added to the list of federal peace officers with some degree of state peace officer jurisdiction.

HB 265 OVERDIMENSIONAL VEHICLES (EMERGENCY)
Defines the term “nondivisible loads.”

HB 314 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE MONITORING
Requires medical practitioners to report the dispensing of Schedule II at any licensed facility and any Schedule II through V substances through the ER, but Schedule III through V only required if the amount would cover more than a 48-hour dosage. Allows federal prosecutors to get KASPER information. Allows data to be used to review birth mothers whose babies have neonatal abstinence syndrome.

HB 333 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Adds definitions for Fentanyl, Fentanyl derivatives and Carfentanil to KRS 218A. Provides for possession of industrial hemp in defined circumstances. Adds any quantity of the same substances to KRS 218A.1410 (Previously Importing Heroin) and adds the same substances (and heroin) to Trafficking 1st degree. Defines quantity of the same substances needed for the charge of Aggravated Trafficking.

HB 370 EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Eliminates printing of peace-officer contracts. This applies only to contracts entered into after the effective date of the statute.

HB 376 ACCIDENT REPORTS
Provides for OSBA to obtain free motor-vehicle accident reports when appropriate.

HB 404 COMMERCIAL DELIVERY VEHICLES
Allows for the use of low-speed vehicles, golf carts and utility vehicles for the purpose of delivering packages and express mail.

HB 410 REAL ID (DELAYED ENACTMENT, JANUARY 1, 2018)
Changes the process of obtaining operator’s licenses in compliance with Real ID mandates. Provides for issuance of IDs to felony offenders upon release. Provides for issuance of voluntary child ID cards. Allows some military licenses to be issued without photographs. Military members have up to 90 days upon return from deployment to renew operator’s license. Veterans may request veteran status to be denoted on operator’s license. All IDs covered under this law may be issued as a document that may, or may not, be used for federal identification purposes to obtain voluntary travel ID status – passport, certified birth certificate or permanent resident documentation. Operator’s licenses and personal identification cards shall be valid for eight years.

HB 477 LAW ENFORCEMENT CONCEALED CARRY
Creates a criminal penalty when an individual or business interferes with an off-duty or retired officer (carrying under LEOSA).

HB 524 HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Amends the provisions of KRS 221.050 to be in line with the federal law (carrying under LEOSA).

HB 540 AVIATION SAFETY
Creates definitions related to unmanned aircraft (unmanned aerial vehicles/drones). Allows certain commercial airports to create unmanned aircraft facility maps. Criminalizes flying UAVs in designated areas.

HB 549 COPYRIGHTS
Protects providers of information on motor-vehicle accidents.

HB 550 REAL ID (DELAYED ENACTMENT, JANUARY 1, 2018)
Changes the process of obtaining operator’s licenses to be in line with Real ID mandates. Provides for issuance of IDs to felony offenders upon release. Provides for issuance of voluntary child ID cards. Allows some military licenses to be issued without photographs. Military members have up to 90 days upon return from deployment to renew operator’s license. Veterans may request veteran status to be denoted on operator’s license. All IDs covered under this law may be issued as a document that may, or may not, be used for federal identification purposes to obtain voluntary travel ID status – passport, certified birth certificate or permanent resident documentation. Operator’s licenses and personal identification cards shall be valid for eight years.

HB 577 LAW ENFORCEMENT CONCEALED CARRY
Creates a criminal penalty when an individual or business interferes with an off-duty or retired officer (carrying under LEOSA).

HB 584 HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Amends the provisions of KRS 221.050 to be in line with the federal law (carrying under LEOSA).

HB 599 AVIATION SAFETY
Creates definitions related to unmanned aircraft (unmanned aerial vehicles/drones). Allows certain commercial airports to create unmanned aircraft facility maps. Criminalizes flying UAVs in designated areas.
As the celebrated tennis player Arthur Ashe once said, “One important key to success is self-confidence. An important key to self-confidence is preparation.” Preparing for court is a critical part of the process for law enforcement officers. The importance of exhibiting confidence in yourself, your actions and your case cannot be overstated.

Despite what citizens see in TV shows about law enforcement, local and state peace officers in Kentucky generally spend very little time testifying in court and far less time in a trial in which a jury is present. As such, like anything else done rarely, it is important to review some basic rules when it does happen.

Certainly, preparing for court starts the moment the underlying situation, arrest or incident occurs, with the writing of a good report and collection of evidence and documentation needed to support the citation or arrest.

But once an officer gets the subpoena to appear, a few tips are in order.

PRIOR TO THE DAY OF TRIAL

In most criminal trials, there will be one or more pretrial proceedings that occur before the actual trial. In many, officers aren’t expected to appear, but it is important to check with the prosecutor before any testimony to ensure no decisions were made that may affect what can or, more importantly, cannot be said.

First, read your arrest or citation, and any supplemental reports, carefully. The initial event may have occurred months or even years before the case makes it to a hearing, let alone a trial. In fact, you may have had subsequent interactions with the defendant.

You should make contact with the prosecutor who sent the subpoena. There may be little to discuss, but touch base. Make sure the prosecutor has all the paperwork, as the prosecutor has a legal obligation to share that documentation with the defense.

Officers should ensure any physical evidence needed in the case is available and is transported to the courthouse.

Read the applicable Kentucky statute (and make sure it was the statute in effect at the time of the incident) and ensure you can apply the facts in your case to each of the elements needed to support all of the charges placed.

When you get to the courthouse, have your ‘court face’ on. As soon as you arrive, even before you enter the building, anyone you encounter might have some role in the case in which you are testifying. Most importantly, he or she may be a juror.

ON THE STAND

When you approach the witness stand, you will be expected to take an oath or affirmation. Look at the individual pronouncing the oath, usually the court clerk, listen intently and then respond with a strong, “I do.”

To the extent possible, also make eye contact with the jury. It is easy to become focused on the attorney asking the questions and forget your audience is the men and women of the jury. Make an effort to look over and actually connect with the jury, especially when you are giving a longer, narrative answer. Strive to tell a story to the jury, not just answer questions, especially during the prosecutor’s questioning.

Although you are permitted to refer to your documents while on the stand, you should know your case well enough to avoid constantly referring to your documentation for details. If you do need to check on a detail, do not read from the document itself. Once you have found the information in the document, look up and at the jury (if a jury is seated), and give the information.

Be mindful of the hearsay rule—avoid repeating what someone else told you unless you have discussed it in detail with your prosecutor beforehand. There are exceptions to the rule, but they can be highly technical. Often you can convey the information without repeating what was said. For example, you might say, “We learned through our investigation the defendant was seen in the area,” rather than “Witness X said he saw the defendant in the area.” It is particularly important to avoid repeating statements by co-defendants that incriminate each other.

The defense attorney is permitted to ask you a leading question, but sometimes a simple yes or no isn’t a sufficient and complete answer. In such cases, respond yes or no first, to avoid appearing evasive. Then the judge will allow you to give more information, if appropriate, to ensure a complete response.

ALTHOUGH YOU ARE PERMITTED TO REFER TO YOUR DOCUMENTS WHILE ON THE STAND, YOU SHOULD KNOW YOUR CASE WELL ENOUGH TO AVOID CONSTANTLY REFERRING TO YOUR DOCUMENTATION FOR DETAILS.

As a rule, when being asked questions by the defense, keep your answers short.

Maintain your composure at all times. Some defense attorneys will push an officer’s buttons, pushing the witness into showing anger. Simply make up your mind that no matter what, you won’t let them do so. If you’ve never faced a particular attorney, you can ask other law enforcement officers in your county. Someone should be familiar with a particular defense attorney’s tactics and can prepare you for what he or she may try.

Remember, peace officers are the face of justice. The jury will be looking to you to provide the facts. Doing so in a professional manner greatly will increase the chances the jury will look with favor on your case.
Deputy Director Tom Vicini: I’ll build on what Nancy said about education – UNITE empowers people in the community to do something about the drug problem. We give them funding so they actually can do something, not just talk about it. They tell us what they’re going to do and we give them money so they can establish programming in their communities. And then we guide them through those programs. Second is the major influence we’ve had on young people in our 32 counties through our programming. Those programs have built up to where young people know about UNITE, our brand and what we stand for. We’ve helped change their attitude about substance abuse.

Hale: I think another major success is we have given students the facts, using what we’ve learned from science. These young people are intelligent and they want to know more. A couple years ago, I was in Pike County giving presentations in the On the Move trailer to about 35 sophomore boys. We were having a really good discussion as we went through the PowerPoint, and they were throwing out some heavy questions, particularly about marijuana. I said, “Let’s look at the facts and studies. I can tell you what the American Medical Association says, the National Institute of Health and National Institute of Drug Abuse says.”

One of those is a New Zealand study which followed participants from the 1970s until now, to show consistent smoking of marijuana actually lowers IQ, and you don’t get it back. After we finished and the boys were leaving, one of them walked up and you could tell he was angry. He said, “I want to tell you two things. First, I have smoked pot, but I am not going to smoke it anymore – my goal in life is to get smarter not dumber.” The second is a question, why has no one told me this before?”

All I knew to do was apologize – we’ve done a really poor job in our schools and communities telling kids the facts. His question has haunted me. UNITE has been successful because we deal with evidence-based facts. Operation Unite has developed this Hope Wall displaying the faces of successfully recovering addicts in their region. Going back to the 5th Congressional District is UNITE’s primary goal in its efforts to reintegrate and southeastern Kentucky of the drug epidemic.

Operation Unite has developed this Hope Wall displaying the faces of successfully recovering drug addicts in their region. Going back to the 5th Congressional District is UNITE’s primary goal in its efforts to reintegrate southeastern Kentucky from the drug epidemic.

IN A RECENT CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING YOU SAID THE LONGER YOU WERE INVOLVED IN FIGHTING THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC, THE MORE CONVINCED YOU WERE THAT K-12 EDUCATION WAS THE KEY TO SAVING THE NEXT GENERATION. WHAT ARE UNITE’S PRIMARY WAYS OF EDUCATING THE K-12 POPULATION, AND WHAT MEASURABLE SUCCESSES HAVE YOU SEEN IN THESE EDUCATION EFFORTS?

Hale: We’re still working on trying to convince the Kentucky Department of Education and our general assembly that we need a K-12 prevention curriculum. There are programs that are developmentally, age and culturally appropriate that start as early as preschool and build that foundation.

There are many other things we already are doing. One is an AmeriCorps program called UNITE Service Corp. The 54 AmeriCorps members working in elementary schools in southeastern Kentucky provide math tutoring. We perform pre- and post-testing. The University of Kentucky compiles data for us, and we’ve seen more than a 30-percent increase in student math performance. In addition to math tutoring, they teach a curriculum called Too Good for Drugs to every fourth grade student (in Pike County it is fourth and fifth graders). Students have shown a 32-percent increase in awareness with this program.

INVOLVEMENT IN UNITE OR ANY OTHER PREVENTION PROGRAM IS THE ULTIMATE COMMUNITY POLICING WHERE YOU CAN GET POSITIVE AFFIRMATION THAT WHAT YOU'RE DOING IS WORKING.

— Tom Vicini, Deputy Director

Then there’s On the Move, which Tom (Vicini) directs, working with Mark Davis. That’s our mobile prevention unit that targets seventh and 10th-graders. Some students are in our On the Move mobile trailer where we present a PowerPoint, like I mentioned earlier. While some are in the trailer, other students are in the gym going through simulated activities with driving-impaired programs, marijuana goggles and fatal-vision goggles. There are also small-group sessions where they talk about consequences.

Vicini: One of the things that’s really important to us is having our law enforcement group as part of this program to tell the kids about DUI laws and how they affect them. They do a really good job of letting students know the consequences of driving under the influence, and how it will affect the rest of their lives.

Hale: I have seen so many young people who were stellar athletes, top of their class and academically advanced, who lost everything. There are a lot of things in education and I was in education for 34 years – that are
important. For example, requiring every child to be certified and trained in CPR, there may be situations where that’s an important thing to know. But this is something that is urgent. We’re losing so many young people, we’re losing their families. We have to act urgently upon prevention.

We have to get proactive – we have to get ahead of it. The way we will do that is with that captive audience in school and starting young enough. We know that the average age of first time drug use in eastern Kentucky is 11. So if we’re waiting until eighth grade when they are 13 and 14 years old, we’ve missed it already.

Vicini: We also have UNITE clubs in elementary, middle and high schools. This year we have 96 clubs with 7,068 students, grades fourth to 12th. UNITE Club participants do a service component and a mentoring component. It’s not just a club where you get together and talk about things and design posters. They’re involved in sharing with their peers, which is an especially critical component of spreading your message because they will listen to students quicker than they will adults.

Hale: There is a coalition-supported program in Rockcastle County I’ve been really proud of the past few years. The high school football coach’s wife, who is a fourth-grade teacher, said she had all these boys who didn’t want to learn how to read and didn’t think it was important. All they wanted to do was play football and get their driver’s license. So the coach began taking his football players into the fourth-grade classrooms, reading to the kids and talking about how you have to have passing grades to get your driver’s license. You can’t play if you’re failing classes.

Out of that he developed Rocket Readers. He takes senior basketball, football, volleyball, swim and golf team members into fourth- and fifth-grade classrooms. The coalition buys them a kit of books and a golf team member into fourth-and-fifth grade classrooms. The coalition buys them a kit of books and their jerseys, and larger investigations and building those bigger cases.

Hale: When UNITE started 14 years ago, it was really heavy on law enforcement and it had to be. If you read those articles in the Lexington Herald-Leader, they talk about the corruption and the drug dealing that was going on. As Congressman Hal Rogers says, there were a lot of bad actors who needed to be taken off the streets. So we had 37 undercover detectives and inter-local agreements with all of the sheriff’s offices and chiefs of police in all 32 counties we serve, so these guys could work across county lines.

We’re not as heavy on law enforcement now for several reasons. We really began to get a good grip on everything. Other law enforcement officials began picking up and working hard, too. Then with our funding being cut, that was one of the first areas that was adversely affected by the budget cuts.

Now our detectives, except one, are assigned as DEA task-force officers. Instead of focusing on local, street-level dealings within the jurisdiction, they now work with the local law enforcement agencies to decide what might become a federal case and get the bigger players. Our agents are involved in coordinating between the DEA and larger investigations and building those bigger cases.

Vicini: We’ve just hired a law enforcement manager to be the liaison between UNITE and local law enforcement and to work with drug courts and education efforts in the schools. He also is in charge of our Take-Back program. He maintains the drug tip line. Every day, he checks the messages and contacts the appropriate agency to deal with the information. He may be calling 25 counties a day giving them information we’ve received over our tip line.

IN UNITE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH THE KENTUCKY STATE POLICE IN THE ANGEL INITIATIVE, WHAT IS UNITE’S ROLE, AND WHAT ARE YOUR HOPEs AND GOALS FOR THE PINEVILLE PROGRAM?

Hale: We know about the Angel Initiative because Leonard Campenello (former chief in Gloucester, Mass.) who developed the program presented it at the national drug summit a few years ago.

Commissioner Rick Sanders wanted to pilot it in Pike County. His goal is to have it at all 16 posts, and that’s our goal, too. Even though not all those other posts are in the 50th Congressional District, what happens in Richmond, for example, still affects us.

Debbie (Trusty) was talking about social change – for people who are in crisis to go into the state police post and say, ‘I need help,’ is going to be a real cultural change. Our young people will see that officer is there to protect them, and he does that in many ways. He may do it by arresting drug dealers, those people who need to be off the street. But he also may do that by helping that person get into treatment.

ARE THERE WAYS LAW ENFORCEMENT ENTITIES CAN SUPPORT UNITE’S EFFORTS APART FROM INVESTIGATION AND INTERDICTION EFFORTS?

Hale: I think education programming, awareness in the community and supporting the Take Back program. Vicini: When we have community meetings, we always try to include law enforcement because we want them to provide relevant information about what’s going on in their county. People need to know what is most prevalent in their county. And again, their efforts and prevention working with the coalitions and being a part of what’s going on in that community is vital. We need their support and their activity. We want people to see them and respect them for the great job they’re doing.

There has been a lot of bad publicity on policing throughout the county over the past couple of years, but we see them from a different viewpoint. We see people who really care about their citizens and want to make a difference. We want to highlight that and allow them to get out, work among the people and provide programming. They are doing a very good job of getting involved with their local coalitions and we want to support their efforts.

Involvement in UNITE or any other prevention program is the ultimate community policing where you can get positive affirmation that what you’re doing is working.

Hale: It’s amazing to think about how much UNITE actually has in its hands. With the small team we have, we can’t do it all. It has to have the involvement of every body, and law enforcement is one-third of that.
SPOTLIGHT ON: WARREN COUNTY SHERIFF JERRY “PEANUTS” GAINES

TEAMWORK
Warren County enjoys an atmosphere of teamwork not only within its law enforcement community, but also with all public-safety agencies. Warren County has five law enforcement agencies, multiple federal and state law enforcement agencies, emergency medical services, and 10 fire departments. All of these agencies work together to make the Warren County community a great place to work and live. The Warren County Sheriff’s Office works daily with local drug task forces, animal control and emergency management. As of 2016, my office provides law enforcement services to the Bowling Green-Warren County Regional Airport.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH/SERVICE
We have school-resource officers in all five county high schools. Those deputies not only assist with extracurricular activities, but also mentor students in other programs. Capt. Joe Jakub was instrumental in creating the Reach For Your Dreams program with the National Sheriffs’ Association as an alternative to D.A.R.E. We recently have partnered with our county parks department and have a full-time deputy assigned to the parks. The deputy liaisons with the parks, and provides an extra measure of security and safety to the community. I created a Cold Case Squad of retired officers to assist in investigating cases that need a fresh look. We also participate in Neighborhood Watch and work with our local Crime Stoppers program. Each year we ensure children are able to attend camp at the Kentucky Sheriff’s Association Boys’ and Girls’ Ranch by providing transportation and collecting donations for fees. In 2014, my staff worked with the Kentucky Association of Chiefs of Police and obtained accreditation. The Warren County community is one of the only ones in the commonwealth that has an accredited sheriff’s office, police department and university police department.

OFFICER SAFETY NUGGETS
We strive to ensure our deputies and court-security officers receive the most current training available. Situations go a lot better when you treat people with dignity and respect.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE AGENCY
Many people have rated our office as the best full-service sheriff’s office in the state of Kentucky. I credit the success of my office to the hard work of my staff. Without them, I wouldn’t be where I am. The Warren County Sheriff’s Office has the best tax collection average in the commonwealth at 99.6 percent.

THE ELDERLY
We participate in the National Sheriffs’ Association Triad program. We go into our elderly community and assist them with transportation so they can purchase groceries and other necessities. Many of these individuals depend on us to provide this service because they have no other help. Through family, we have partnered with Home Instead Senior Care to help with the Shop for a Senior program to ensure many who would be left out at Christmas are remembered. We help with purchasing and transportation of gifts.

LAW ENFORCEMENT WISDOM
As the sheriff of Warren County, I am plain spoken. I work for the people of Warren County, and I never forget that. I tell my staff to treat people the way they want to be treated. I want my staff to remember a lot of times we are dealing with people when they might not be in the best of their life, like an arrest or eviction. Because they’ve had contact with the Warren County Sheriff’s Office doesn’t mean they are bad people, and they don’t deserve to be treated that way. If we have a positive encounter with them, it can help that next person who has to deal with them.

WHAT WORKS?
I feel it is important to be honest with everyone you come in contact with. Treat people the way you would want to be treated. You do that by treating everyone with respect—after all you work for the people of your city. I also feel it is important to be loyal to your agency and always promote it in a good light. You do not have to agree with everything, but you should remain loyal.

WHAT DOES NOT WORK?
Doing something in a certain way just because you have always done it that way, is not always good. Search out different methods and ways that others may be using, and be willing to give them a try. Scheduling would be another point. An office should not become complacent and fall in a rut working the same hours, schedule or shift. Being a one-man department, it is important the community sees me all the time. I do not work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day. It is important that your community sees you at all hours of the community, not just the same shift. The last point is do not try to do everything by yourself; ask for help. Do not close yourself off from assistance and even ideas from other law enforcement agencies. I am very fortunate to have Kentucky State Police Post 5 in my backyard. They are a Godsend and help me in many ways. In addition, the Henry County Sheriff’s Office helps any time I ask. They are some good folks, too. We all support one another. We are friends and fellow officers.

TEAMWORK
Teamwork is a necessity. Campbellburg Day is in June. This festival is an opportunity for residents of our county to come together and socialize. We have vendors, activities for the kids, band performances, food vendors, arts and crafts, a parade and various entertainment acts. I know KSP, Henry County Sheriff’s Office and the emergency medical services will all be here to assist with traffic control and whatever else is needed to keep everyone safe. Of course, teamwork is just that—everyone working together. I help these agencies any time I can.

OFFICER SAFETY NUGGETS
Wearing your vest because you never know who you will encounter or what is going to happen. I am a firm believer in seat belts. You do not start your vehicle until your seat belt is on. The things we know to do every day ensure our safety. I think awareness is paramount. Be aware of what you are doing at all times, whether it is a traffic stop or being called to a home. Be conscious of your surroundings, especially if there are many people around. Try to be aware of your environment at all times, and be ready to react to any given situation. That will ensure you go home at the end of the shift.

THE ELDERLY
I am a Henry County native. I enlisted in the Marine Corps and then returned home where there still are a lot of those folks I grew up around. When some of the older folks have a problem, they feel comfortable talking with someone they know, rather than a stranger some times. They all helped raise me and watched over me growing up, and now it is my turn to look after them. They look for protection, and I am glad I can be there for them; it’s my job. They know they can call me anytime. Thankfully, they trust me and know I care about them. I hope I am helping them enjoy and experience small-town living.

WISDOM
Loving this profession will make you a better law enforcement officer.

SPOTLIGHT ON: CAMBELLBURG POLICE CHIEF TONY RUCKER

AT A GLANCE
YEARS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT: 20
CURRENT POSITION: Campbellburg Police Department Chief

LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIENCE:
- First elected sheriff in 1970, Warren County magistrates 1970-1973, interim jailer of Warren County three times
- Studied at Jefferson Community College, Louisville; The Marine Corps active and active reserve for a total of 42 years before retiring

TEAMWORK
Teamwork is just that—everyone working together. I have received assistance and even ideas from other law enforcement agencies. I am very fortunate to have Kentucky State Police Post 5 in my backyard. They are a Godsend and help me in many ways. In addition, the Henry County Sheriff’s Office helps any time I ask. They are some good folks, too. We all support one another. We are friends and fellow officers.

OFFICER SAFETY NUGGETS
Wearing your vest because you never know who you will encounter or what is going to happen. I am a firm believer in seat belts. You do not start your vehicle until your seat belt is on. The things we know to do every day ensure our safety. I think awareness is paramount. Be aware of what you are doing at all times, whether it is a traffic stop or being called to a home. Be conscious of your surroundings, especially if there are many people around. Try to be aware of your environment at all times, and be ready to react to any given situation. That will ensure you go home at the end of the shift.

WHAT WORKS?
I feel it is important to be honest with everyone you come in contact with. Treat people the way you would want to be treated. You do that by treating everyone with respect—after all you work for the people of your city. I also feel it is important to be loyal to your agency and always promote it in a good light. You do not have to agree with everything, but you should remain loyal.

WHAT DOES NOT WORK?
Doing something in a certain way just because you have always done it that way, is not always good. Search out different methods and ways that others may be using, and be willing to give them a try. Scheduling would be another point. An office should not become complacent and fall in a rut working the same hours, schedule or shift. Being a one-man department, it is important the community sees me all the time. I do not work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day. It is important that your community sees you at all hours of the community, not just the same shift. The last point is do not try to do everything by yourself; ask for help. Do not close yourself off from assistance and even ideas from other law enforcement agencies. I am very fortunate to have Kentucky State Police Post 5 in my backyard. They are a Godsend and help me in many ways. In addition, the Henry County Sheriff’s Office helps any time I ask. They are some good folks, too. We all support one another. We are friends and fellow officers.

TEAMWORK
Teamwork is a necessity. Campbellburg Day is in June. This festival is an opportunity for residents of our county to come together and socialize. We have vendors, activities for the kids, band performances, food vendors, arts and crafts, a parade and various entertainment acts. I know KSP, Henry County Sheriff’s Office and the emergency medical services will all be here to assist with traffic control and whatever else is needed to keep everyone safe. Of course, teamwork is just that—everyone working together. I help these agencies any time I can.

OFFICER SAFETY NUGGETS
Wearing your vest because you never know who you will encounter or what is going to happen. I am a firm believer in seat belts. You do not start your vehicle until your seat belt is on. The things we know to do every day ensure our safety. I think awareness is paramount. Be aware of what you are doing at all times, whether it is a traffic stop or being called to a home. Be conscious of your surroundings, especially if there are many people around. Try to be aware of your environment at all times, and be ready to react to any given situation. That will ensure you go home at the end of the shift.

THE ELDERLY
I am a Henry County native. I enlisted in the Marine Corps and then returned home where there still are a lot of those folks I grew up around. When some of the older folks have a problem, they feel comfortable talking with someone they know, rather than a stranger some times. They all helped raise me and watched over me growing up, and now it is my turn to look after them. They look for protection, and I am glad I can be there for them; it’s my job. They know they can call me anytime. Thankfully, they trust me and know I care about them. I hope I am helping them enjoy and experience small-town living.

WISDOM
Loving this profession will make you a better law enforcement officer.
PRACTICAL APPLIED STRESS TRAINING

The common practice for the majority of SWAT teams to train diligently on their firearms skills, while letting the gym as a separate training session. That's how performance instructor for tactical law enforcement, Will Brink, introduces his law enforcement training book, “Practical Applied Stress Training.” All officers should train for the “simultaneous demands on shooting proficiency, as well as anaerobic and aerobic energy systems which will greatly impact the operator’s ability to perform under pressure,” Brink wrote.

His main goal with P.A.S.T. is to hinder your natural abilities in training so that your experience mirrors that of the real world.

WHO IS WILL BRINK?
Brink is not a cop, but he is an avid shooter, International Defensive Pistol Association competitor, well-known author and trainer, and has been an adjunct instructor with Smith & Wesson Training Academy. He has dedicated himself to helping those in law enforcement and military become adequately prepared.

He says that if you are not in peak physical condition, your marksmanship will “go to hell in a hand basket” when put under physical stress, no matter how well you shoot “under non-stressful conditions at the range.”

The book was not written solely for law enforcement officers or SWAT officers, but he truthfully found in law enforcement, he says. “There’s a fine edge between productive training protocols that test the limits of an individual’s abilities and unproductive masochism.”

THREE STAGES IN THE DAY
It starts with individual testing, then a two-man competition (which motivates operators by pitting them against one another) and then a full-team portion (which is good for cooperation and team building).

“Did everyone breeze through an exercise?” he asks the reader. “If so, add full tactical gear” and do it again. You can continue to add stress modifiers until shots stray from center mass or physical exercises become challenging.

To get a good idea for the kinds of exercises included in the program, here are some of the names:
- Life Sucks, Dr. Evil Special
- Whole Body Misery
- Whole Body Misery Squared

GAUGING SUCCESS
Brink discusses ways in which scores can serve as a motivator, but he prefers to avoid standardized tests and “cookie cutter” examples, favoring a flexible approach that focuses on training and shooting rather than the score itself. Most of the recommended scoring involves a combination of time and shooting accuracy. You often can let one participant set “par” for the exercise, putting pressure on other participants to surpass that initial score.

It “gets in their heads and gets them focused faster,” Brink tells readers.

P.A.S.T.
Brink’s program is not the first of its kind, but it has unique value. He lays out a simple, cheap and effective brand of training that does its best to mimic real-world situations. By folding a workout routine into firearms training, he creates a controlled environment that simulates a stressful situation at little cost or effort.

Videos for how to set up the stages are posted on OptimalSWAT.com. Check them out and see if you or your department could benefit from P.A.S.T.

STRAIGHT STORIES FROM THE BEAT

Man Drops Cocaine
A 52-year-old father and his 14-year-old daughter were parked by the roadside when a tractor pulling a trailer of liquid manure swung in their direction. The maneuver sent the entire load pouring into their convert-ible, covering the occupants from head to toe with liquid manure. Police said the car likely is a write-off.

Cops to Seedy Massage Parlor
Police say they cracked a Texas prostitution ring after they were led to it by a drainage pipe clogged with condoms. Investigators learned a massage parlor was operating in a shopping strip, when the reality company that had just taken control of the property grew suspicious after finding hundreds of condoms clogging a waste disposal unit. Upon investigation, police found female workers offering sensual services for pay. A woman and her husband were arrested and charged with organized criminal activity and money laundering.

SEND FUNNY, INTERESTING OR STRANGE STORIES FROM THE BEAT TO JIM.ROBERTSON@KY.GOV

Condom-clogged Pipe Leads

Naked Man Trapped in Vent After Misting It for a “Wishing Well”
A 48-year-old, naked man made his way onto the roof of a California sandwich shop and lowered himself into a crawl space using a makeshift rope that broke. He later told authorities he thought the shaft was a “wishing well.” A shop worker said the man could be heard yelling for help, saying he was drunk when he climbed inside. Emergency crews were dispatched to the loca-tion and fire crews had to demolish part of the building to get him out.

Caught in a Stinky Situation
A 52-year-old father and his 14-year-old daughter were parked by the roadside when a tractor pulling a trailer of liquid manure swung in their direction. The maneuver sent the entire load pouring into their convert-ible, covering the occupants from head to toe with liquid manure. Police said the car likely is a write-off.

Stinky Situation
A 52-year-old father and his 14-year-old daughter were parked by the roadside when a tractor pulling a trailer of liquid manure swung in their direction. The maneuver sent the entire load pouring into their convert-ible, covering the occupants from head to toe with liquid manure. Police said the car likely is a write-off.
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